Megger now offers a rugged, handheld, battery-operated TTR tester (transformer turns ratio). The TTR20, a complement to the hand-cranked TTR, measures turns ratio, polarity, and excitation current in single-phase and three-phase transformers, and in current and potential transformers as well as voltage regulators. The handheld TTR20 design allows users to perform tests in less than five seconds after hook up to the transformer. This cost-effective TTR is easy to operate by simply pushing a button and runs on replaceable AA batteries. Megger’s TTR20 is capable of accurately measuring high turn ratios of 10,000:1 with the lowest excitation voltage and excitation current up to 100 mA. Users are able to connect the unit for testing easily without any complicated configurations. For further information on Megger, visit http://www.megger.com.
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